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Representation of Vestibular and Visual Cues to Self-Motion
in Ventral Intraparietal Cortex
Aihua Chen,1 Gregory C. DeAngelis,2 and Dora E. Angelaki1
1Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110, and 2Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences, Center for Visual Science, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627
Convergence of vestibular and visual motion information is important for self-motion perception. One cortical area that combines
vestibular and optic flow signals is the ventral intraparietal area (VIP). We characterized unisensory and multisensory responses of
macaqueVIPneurons to translations and rotations in three dimensions.Approximately one-half ofVIP cells show significant directional
selectivity in response to optic flow, one-half show tuning to vestibular stimuli, and one-third showmultisensory responses. Visual and
vestibular direction preferences of multisensory VIP neurons could be congruent or opposite. When visual and vestibular stimuli were
combined, VIP responses could be dominated by either input, unlike themedial superior temporal area (MSTd) where optic flow tuning
typically dominates or the visual posterior sylvian area (VPS)where vestibular tuningdominates.Optic flow selectivity inVIPwasweaker
than in MSTd but stronger than in VPS. In contrast, vestibular tuning for translation was strongest in VPS, intermediate in VIP, and
weakest in MSTd. To characterize response dynamics, direction–time data were fit with a spatiotemporal model in which temporal
responses were modeled as weighted sums of velocity, acceleration, and position components. Vestibular responses in VIP reflected
balancedcontributionsof velocity andacceleration,whereas visual responsesweredominatedbyvelocity. Timingof vestibular responses
in VIP was significantly faster than in MSTd, whereas timing of optic flow responses did not differ significantly among areas. These
findings suggest that VIPmay be proximal toMSTd in terms of vestibular processing but hierarchically similar toMSTd in terms of optic
flow processing.
Introduction
Multiple cortical areas contain neurons that show selective re-
sponses to both visual motion stimuli encountered during self-
motion (optic flow) (Warren, 2004; Britten, 2008) and inertial
motion in darkness (which activates vestibular receptors) (Ange-
laki and Cullen, 2008), including the ventral intraparietal area
(VIP) (Colby et al., 1993; Bremmer et al., 1999, 2002b; Zhang et
al., 2004; Maciokas and Britten, 2010; Zhang and Britten, 2010),
the dorsal medial superior temporal area (MSTd) (Bremmer et
al., 1997; Duffy, 1998; Page and Duffy, 2003; Gu et al., 2006;
Takahashi et al., 2007; Maciokas and Britten, 2010), and the vi-
sual posterior sylvian area (VPS) (Chen et al., 2011b). There is
growing evidence that MSTd is involved in multisensory visual/
vestibular heading perception (Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Gu
et al., 2007, 2008, 2010). It remains uncertain whether this is also
true for VIP.
There are multiple reasons to consider VIP an important can-
didate area for self-motion perception. First, like MSTd, VIP is a
midlevel area in the dorsal visual processing stream (Felleman
and Van Essen, 1991). Second, areas VIP andMSTd are anatom-
ically linked (Boussaoud et al., 1990; Baizer et al., 1991). Third,
many VIP neurons respond to optic flow in similar fashion to
MSTdneurons (Colby et al., 1993; Schaafsma andDuysens, 1996;
Duhamel et al., 1998; Bremmer et al., 2002a; Zhang and Britten,
2004, 2010; Zhang et al., 2004). Fourth, many VIP neurons are
multisensory, showing convergence of visual and tactile (Colby et
al., 1993; Duhamel et al., 1998; Avillac et al., 2007), visual and
auditory (Schlack et al., 2005), or visual and vestibular (Bremmer
et al., 2002b; Schlack et al., 2002) signals.
Area VIP receives a major visual projection from the middle
temporal area (MT) (Maunsell and van Essen, 1983; Ungerleider
andDesimone, 1986), tactile inputs fromprimary somatosensory
cortex (Seltzer and Pandya, 1986), vestibular inputs from the
parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC) (Lewis and Van Essen,
2000), and is reciprocally connected to portions of premotor cor-
tex responsible for head movements, oral prehension, and coor-
dinated hand–mouth actions (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000). VIP
neurons respond both to yaw rotation (Bremmer et al., 2002b;
Klam and Graf, 2003) and forward–backward translation of the
body (Schlack et al., 2002). However, relatively little is known
about the vestibular response properties of VIP neurons and how
they interact with optic flow selectivity.
Wemeasured the three-dimensional (3D) tuning of VIP neu-
rons to translations and rotations using experimental protocols
identical with those used previously to study areas MSTd (Gu et
al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007) and VPS (Chen et al., 2011b).
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Preliminary data have been presented in abstract form (Chen et
al., 2007).
Materials andMethods
Subjects and setup. Extracellular recordings were obtained from seven
hemispheres in five male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing
between 6 and 10 kg. The surgical preparation, experimental apparatus,
andmethods of data acquisition have been described in detail previously
(Gu et al., 2006; Fetsch et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2007). Briefly, each
animal was chronically implanted with a circular molded, lightweight
plastic ring for head restraint and a scleral coil for monitoring eye move-
ments inside a magnetic field (CNC Engineering). Behavioral training
was accomplished using standard operant conditioning. All surgical and
experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at Washington University and were in accor-
dance with NIH guidelines.
During experiments, the monkey was seated comfortably in a pri-
mate chair, which was secured to a 6 df motion platform (MOOG
6DOF2000E). Three-dimensional movements along or around any
arbitrary axis were delivered by this platform. In all experiments, the
head was positioned such that the horizontal stereotaxic plane was earth-
horizontal, with the axis of rotation always passing through the center of
the head (i.e., the midline point along the interaural axis). Computer-
generated visual stimuli were rear-projected (Christie Digital Mirage
2000) onto a tangent screen placed 30 cm in front of the monkey
(subtending 90 90° of visual angle) and simulated self-motion through
a three-dimensional cloud of randomdots (100 cmwide, 100 cm tall, and
40 cm deep). Visual stimuli were programmed using the OpenGL graph-
ics library and were generated by an OpenGL accelerator board (Quadro
FX 3000G; PNY Technologies) (for details, see Gu et al., 2006). Monkeys
viewed these visual stimuli stereoscopically as red/green anaglyphs
through KodakWratten filters (red no. 29, green no. 61). The projector,
screen, andmagnetic field coil frame were mounted on the platform and
moved together with the animal. Details regarding the experimental
setup can be found in the studies by Gu et al. (2006, 2008) and Takahashi
et al. (2007).
Tungsten microelectrodes (FHC; tip diameter, 3 m; impedance, 1–2
M at 1 kHz) were inserted into the cortex through a transdural guide
tube, using a hydraulic microdrive. Behavioral control and data acquisi-
tion were accomplished by custom scripts written for use with the
TEMPOsystem (ReflectiveComputing).Neural voltage signals were am-
plified, filtered (400–5000Hz), discriminated (Bak Electronics), and dis-
played on an oscilloscope. The times of occurrence of action potentials
and all behavioral events were recordedwith 1ms resolution. Raw neural
signals were also digitized at a rate of 25 kHz using the CED Power 1401
system (Cambridge Electronic Design) for off-line spike sorting.
Anatomical localization. The relevant areas in the intraparietal sulcus
were first identified using MRI scans. An initial (“baseline”) scan was
performed on each monkey before any surgeries using a high-resolution
sagittal MPRAGE sequence (0.75  0.75  0.75 mm voxels). SUREFIT
software (Van Essen et al., 2001) was used to segment gray matter from
white matter. A second scan was performed after the head holder and
recording grid had been surgically implanted. Small cannulae filled with
a contrast agent (gadoversetamide) were inserted into the recording grid
during the second scan to register electrode penetrations with the MRI
volume. The MRI data were converted to a flat map using CARET soft-
ware and the flat map was morphed to match a standard macaque atlas
(VanEssen et al., 2001). The datawere then refolded and transferred onto
the original MRI volume.
With the MRI scans and functional boundaries as a guide, we per-
formed electrode penetrations tomap an extensive region in and around
the intraparietal cortex. In two animals (both hemispheres of monkey J
and right hemisphere of monkey C), electrode penetrations were di-
rected to the general area of gray matter around the medial tip of the
intraparietal sulcus with the goal of characterizing the entire anterior–
posterior extent of area VIP (typically defined as the intraparietal area
with directionally selective visual responses) (Colby et al., 1993;Duhamel
et al., 1997). At each location along the anterior–posterior axis, we first
identified the medial tip of the intraparietal sulcus and then moved lat-
erally until there was no longer directionally selective visual response in
the multiunit activity. At the anterior end, visually responsive neurons
gave way to purely somatosensory cells in the fundus. At the posterior
end, direction-selective neurons gave way to visual cells that were not
selective for motion.
For some neurons, we also mapped receptive fields (RFs) by moving a
patch of drifting random dots around the visual field and observing a
qualitative map of instantaneous firing rates on a custom graphical in-
terface. For most VIP neurons, RFs were centered in the contralateral
visual field but also extended into the ipsilateral field and included the
fovea. Many of the RFs were well contained within the boundaries of our
display screen, but some RFs clearly extended beyond the boundaries of
the screen. Moreover, VIP neurons usually were activated only by large
visual stimuli (random-dot patches 10  10°), with smaller patches
typically evoking little response.
Within the region of gray matter with robust visual motion responses,
we recorded from any neuron that responded to a large-field flickering
random-dot stimulus or was spontaneously active (even if it did not
respond to the random-dot stimulus). Thus, there was no preselection of
cells based on particular response properties. The locations of recorded
neurons were reconstructed and plotted on coronalMRI sections. In two
animals (monkey J, 194 cells; monkeyC, 154 cells), our recordings inVIP
extended over a 10 mm range anterior to posterior and included the
upper bank, lower bank and tip of the intraparietal sulcus, as illustrated
in Figure 1. For the other three animals, electrode penetrations were
restricted to smaller regions inVIP (animalU, 14 cells; animalO, 54 cells;
animal P, 36 cells). To allow a direct comparison between the response
properties of VIP and MSTd/VPS neurons, we have also included data
from 336 MSTd cells (animal A, 22 cells; animal Q, 124 cells; animal Z,
190 cells) and 166 VPS cells (animal E, 116 cells; animal A, 50 cells) tested
with vestibular and visual translation stimuli, as well as 128 MSTd cells
tested with rotation stimuli (animal A, 27 cells; animal L, 37 cells; animal
Q, 59 cells; animal Z, 5 cells) (for details of theMSTd andVPS studies, see
Gu et al., 2006, 2010; Fetsch et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2007; Chen et al.,
2011b).Note that the sample of VIP neuronswas recorded fromdifferent
animals than the samples of MSTd and VPS neurons.
Experimental protocol. Once action potentials from a single VIP neu-
ron were satisfactorily isolated, regardless of the strength of its visual or
vestibular activity, responses were first characterized during a 3D trans-
lation protocol (Gu et al., 2006). Stimuli were presented along 26 heading
directions sampled from a sphere, corresponding to all combinations of
azimuth and elevation angles in increments of 45° (see Fig. 2A). This
included all combinations of movement vectors having 8 different azi-
muth angles (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315°, where 0 and 90°
correspond to rightward and forward translations, respectively) and 3
different elevation angles: 0° (the horizontal plane) and45° (for a total
of 8  3  24 directions). In addition, elevation angles of 90 and 90°
were included to generate upward and downward movement directions,
respectively. The duration of the motion stimulus was 2 s, its velocity
profile was Gaussian, and it had a corresponding biphasic acceleration
profile. The motion amplitude was 13 cm (total displacement), with a
peak acceleration of 0.1 g (0.98 m/s2) and a peak velocity of 30
cm/s (see Fig. 2B).
Within a single block of trials, either two or three stimulus types were
randomly interleaved: (1) In the “vestibular” condition, the monkey was
physically translated by themotion platformalong each of the 26 possible
heading trajectories, in the absence of optic flow. The screen was blank,
except for a head-centered fixation point. Note that we refer to this
stimulus as the vestibular condition for simplicity, although other non-
visual contributions (e.g., somatosensory or proprioceptive) cannot be
excluded. (2) In the “visual” condition, themotion platformwas station-
arywhile optic flow presented on the display screen simulatedmovement
through a cloud of stars along the same set of 26 possible headings. Note
that all stimulus directions are referenced to body motion (real or simu-
lated). Thus, a neuronwith similar direction preferences in the visual and
vestibular conditionswould be considered “congruent.” (3) In the “com-
bined” condition, the animal was translated by the motion platform
while a congruent optic flow stimulus was simultaneously presented.
Visual and vestibular stimuli were precisely synchronized and visual
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stimuli contained binocular disparity,motion parallax, and size cues that
specified the scale of the visual environment (for details, see Gu et al.,
2006).
Once the 3D translation protocol was completed and if good cell iso-
lation wasmaintained, most VIP neurons recorded frommonkey J and a
few cells recorded from monkey U were then tested with a 3D rotation
protocol. Other VIP neurons were instead tested using a heading dis-
crimination task (monkey U andmonkey C) or a disparity task (monkey
O and monkey P), as part of other ongoing studies. Thus, we only at-
tempted to conduct the rotation protocol on a subset (216 of 452) of the
neurons for which we had completed the translation protocol. In the
rotation protocol, stimulus directions were defined by the same set of 26
vectors, which now represent the corresponding axes of rotation accord-
ing to the right hand rule (Takahashi et al., 2007). For example, azimuth
angles of 0 and 180° (elevation, 0°) correspond to pitch-up and pitch-
down rotations, respectively. Azimuths of 90 and 270° (elevation, 0°)
correspond to roll rotations (right-ear-down and left-ear-down, respec-
tively). Finally, elevation angles of90 or 90° correspond to leftward and
rightward yaw rotation, respectively. The rotational motion trajectory
followed a Gaussian velocity profile and rotation amplitude was 9° (peak
angular velocity,20°/s).
During all stimulus conditions (visual, vestibular, or combined; trans-
lation or rotation), the animal was required to fixate a central target (0.2°
in diameter) for 200msbefore stimulus onset (fixationwindows spanned
2  2° of visual angle). The fixation target moved with the head (head-
centered) such that no eye movement was required to maintain gaze on
the target. The animals were rewarded at the end of each trial for main-
taining fixation throughout stimulus presentation. If fixationwas broken
at any time during the stimulus, the trial was aborted and the data were
discarded. Neurons were included in the sample if each stimulus was
successfully repeated at least three times. Across our sample of VIP neu-
rons, 90% of cells were isolated long enough for at least five stimulus
repetitions.
Within a block of trials, visual and vestibular stimuli were randomly
interleaved along with a (null) condition in which the motion platform
remained stationary and no star field was shown (to assess spontaneous
activity). To complete five repetitions of all 26 directions for the visual
and vestibular conditions, plus five repetitions of the null condition, the
monkey was required to successfully complete 26  2  5  5  265
trials. For a subpopulation of cells (translation, n 50; rotation, n 30),
combined visual/vestibular stimuli were interleaved, for a total of 395
trials. Translation and rotation stimuli were presented in separate blocks
of trials. Note that these protocols are identical with those used previ-
ously to characterize MSTd (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007) and
PIVC neurons (Chen et al., 2010).
For a subpopulation of VIP neurons that showed significant tuning in
the vestibular condition, neural responses were also collected during
platform motion along each of the 26 different directions in complete
darkness (with the projector turned off). In these controls, there was no
behavioral requirement to fixate and rewards were deliveredmanually to
keep the animal motivated and alert.
Data analysis. Analysis of spike data and statistical tests were per-
formed using MATLAB (MathWorks). Peristimulus time histograms
(PSTHs) were constructed for each direction of translation/rotation us-
ing 25 ms time bins and were smoothed with a 400 ms sliding boxcar
filter. The temporal modulation of the response for each stimulus direc-
tion was considered significant when the spike count distribution from
the time bin containing the maximum and/or minimum response dif-
fered significantly from the baseline response distribution (100 to 300
ms after stimulus onset; Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs test, p 	 0.01) (for
details, see Chen et al., 2010). We calculated the maximum response of
the neuron across stimulus directions for each 25 ms time bin between
0.5 and 2 s after motion onset. We then used ANOVA to assess the
statistical significance of direction tuning as a function of time and to
evaluate whether there are multiple time periods in which a neuron
shows distinct temporal peaks of directional tuning (for details, see Chen
et al., 2010). “Peak times” were defined as the times of local maxima at
which distinct epochs of directional tuning were observed, using, the
following criteria: (1) ANOVA values are significant (p 	 0.01) for five
consecutive time bins centered on the putative local maximum, and (2)
there is a continuous temporal sequence of time bins for which direction
tuning is significantly positively correlated with tuning at the peak time.
Based on the number of distinct peak times, VIP cells were divided into
three groups: (1) cells with a single temporal epoch of directional selec-
tivity (“single-peaked”), (2) cells with two distinct epochs of direction
tuning with a gap in between (“double-peaked”), and (3) cells that were
not significantly direction-selective in any time period (“not-tuned”). To
visually represent 3D tuning for translation or rotation, mean responses
are plotted as a function of azimuth and elevation. For this purpose, data
are transformed using the Lambert cylindrical equal-area projection and
plotted on Cartesian axes (Gu et al., 2006). This produces flattened rep-
resentations in which the abscissa represents azimuth angle, and the
ordinate corresponds to a sinusoidally transformed version of elevation
angle. Note that the color scale in each contour plot was chosen based on
the minimum and maximum responses of each neuron, rounded to the
nearest multiple of 10 spikes/s.
The strength of directional tuning at each peak time was quantified






where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum responses from
the 3D tuning function, respectively. SSE is the sum squared error
around themean response,N is the total number of observations (trials),
andM is the number of stimulus directions (M 26). TheDDI compares
the difference in firing between the preferred and null directions against
response variability, and quantifies the reliability of a neuron for distin-
guishing between preferred and null motion directions. Neurons with
large response modulations relative to the noise level will have DDI val-
ues close to 1, whereas neurons with weak responsemodulation will have
DDI values close to 0. DDI is conceptually similar to a dmetric in that it
quantifies signal-to-noise ratio, but it has the advantage of being
bounded between 0 and 1, similar to other conventional metrics of re-
sponse modulation. A particular value of DDI does not correspond to a
specific ratio of preferred/null direction responses because DDI also de-
pends on the variability of responses.
The preferred direction of a neuron for each stimulus condition was
described by the azimuth and elevation of the vector sum of the individ-
ual responses (after subtracting spontaneous activity). In such a repre-
sentation, the mean firing rate in each trial was considered to represent
themagnitude of a 3D vectorwhose directionwas defined by the azimuth
and elevation angles of the particular stimulus. Preferred directions have
been plotted on Cartesian axes using the Lambert projection, as de-
scribed above. This transformation was also used to calculate the distri-
bution of the absolute difference in 3D direction preferences (
preferred direction), such that random combinations of direction pref-
erences across stimulus conditions would yield a flat distribution.
Note that the vector sum can reliably reflect the tuning preference of
the cell only when the directional tuning profile is unimodal. Thus, all
analyses using the vector sum computation of direction preference were
applied only to cells with unimodal tuning. Unimodality was assessed by
interpolating the 3D tuning data to 5° resolution in both azimuth and
elevation and applying a multimodality test based on the kernel density
estimate method (Silverman, 1981; Anzai et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010).
The test generated a probability value (puni): if puni 0.05, the tuningwas
classified as unimodal; if puni	 0.05, unimodality was rejected, and the
tuning was classified as multimodal and not included in any vector sum
calculations.
For other properties presented as distributions, a resampling analysis
was used to assess whether the distribution was significantly different
from uniform, as follows (Takahashi et al., 2007).We computed the sum
squared error (across bins) between the measured distribution and an
ideal uniform distribution containing the same number of observations.
Then we generated a random distribution by drawing the same number
of data points from a uniform distribution using the “unifrnd” function
in MATLAB. The sum squared error was again calculated between this
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randomdistribution and the ideal uniformdistribution. This second step
was repeated 1000 times to generate a distribution of sum squared error
values that represent random deviations from an ideal uniform distribu-
tion. If the sum squared error for the experimentally measured distribu-
tion lay outside the 95% confidence interval of values from the
randomized distributions, then the measured distribution was consid-
ered to be significantly different from uniform (p	 0.05).
For nonuniform distributions, the number of modes was further as-
sessed using a multimodality test based on the kernel density estimate
method (for details, see Takahashi et al., 2007). A vonMises function (the
circular analog of the normal distribution) was used as the kernel for
circular data. Watson’s U2 statistic, corrected for grouping, was com-
puted as a goodness-of-fit test statistic to obtain a p value through a
bootstrapping procedure. This test generates two p values, with the first
one (puni) for the test of unimodality and the second one (pbi) for the test
of bimodality.
To quantify the visual and vestibular contributions to the combined
response, we measured a “vestibular gain” and a “visual gain” by fitting
the combined responses with a weighted sum of the visual and vestibular
responses as follows:
Rcombined a1  Rvestibular a2  Rvisual a3. (2)
In this equation, Rcombined is the recorded VIP response during the
combined condition, which is represented as a matrix of mean firing
rates for all heading directions (after subtraction of spontaneous ac-
tivity). Rvestibular and Rvisual represent responses in the vestibular and
visual conditions, respectively. Coefficients a1 and a2 are the vestib-
ular and visual gains, respectively; and a3 is a constant that accounts
for direction-independent differences between the three conditions.
A “gain ratio” was defined as a1/a2: the higher the gain ratio, the
greater the vestibular contribution (relative to visual) to the com-
bined response (Takahashi et al., 2007).
To test whether the gain ratio correlated with the relative strength of
tuning in the single-cue conditions, we also computed a visual-vestibular









whereRmax(vis) andRmax(ves) are themaximum firing rates in the visual
and vestibular conditions, andRmin(vis) andRmin(ves) are theminimum
firing rates, respectively.
Spatiotemporal curve fitting. To provide a compact description of the
spatiotemporal tuning properties of neurons in areas VIP, MSTd, and
VPS,we used amodel to fit the heading tuning functions of these neurons
(for details, see Chen et al., 2011a). To reduce the dimensionality of the
fits, the model was fit to a subset of conditions corresponding to one of
three cross-sections through the spherical data (eight stimulus directions
in each cross-section): the horizontal plane, the vertical (frontoparallel)
plane, or themedian plane. Fitting was performed if there was significant
space–time structure in a particular plane (p	 0.001, two-way ANOVA,
significant main effects of space and time and a significant interaction).
Three different models were used to fit the spatiotemporal response
profiles of each cell. The simplest “velocity” model (model V) consisted
of the product of a modified cosine function of stimulus direction and a
Gaussian velocity profile in time, as given by the following:
R
,t  A  
F
cos
  0,n DC G
t R0. (4)
Here, R(, t) represents the response of the neuron (in spikes/second) as
a function of direction and time, A is the overall response amplitude, 
denotes stimulus direction (range, 0 to 2), 0 represents the direction
preference of the cell, DC indicates a baseline shift of the spatial tuning
(range, 0–0.5),G(t) represents the temporal response profile of the neu-
ron as defined below, and R0 is a constant corresponding to the resting
firing rate of the neuron.
The cosine tuning for direction of motion in the model is modified by
two nonlinearities. First, F(x,n) indicates a “squashing” nonlinearity as






, n 0. (5)
When n approaches zero, F(x,n) x and the nonlinearity has no effect. As n
increases, F(x,n) causes the peak of the cosine function to become taller and
narrower while the trough becomes shallower and wider. This nonlinearity
was useful to fit the direction tuning of many neurons, which is typically
somewhat narrower than pure cosine tuning (Gu et al., 2010). Second, the
operation denoted by [ ] indicates that the spatial tuning curve was normal-
ized to be in the range from [0 1] following application of F(x,n). This
normalization reduces correlations between the parameter of the squashing
nonlinearity (n) and the overall amplitude (A) and baseline response (R0)
parameters, thus improving the convergence of the fits.
The temporal response profile in model V, G(t), is a temporal Gauss-




t  t022	t2  , (6)
where t0 is the time atwhich the peak response occurs and	t indicates the
SD. In total, model V has seven free parameters: A, DC, 0, n, 	t, t0,
and R0.
For each cardinal plane cross-section through the spherical data,
Equation 4 was fit to the data using a nonlinear least-squares optimiza-
tion procedure (“lsqcurvefit” function in MATLAB). The data to be fit
were response PSTHs, having 100 ms bins, for each of the eight stimulus
directions (45° apart) in one of the cardinal planes.
The “velocityplus acceleration”model (modelVA) incorporates a second
spatiotemporal response component to account for the possibility that both
velocity andaccelerationwere encodedby theneurons.This additional com-
ponent is the product of an offset spatial tuning curve and an acceleration
profile in time [derivative of G(t)]. Thus, model VA allows the temporal
responses to be mixtures of velocity and acceleration, and also allows the
directional tuning of the acceleration component to differ from that of the
velocity component. Model VA is formulated as follows:
















ModelVAcontains two additional free parameters comparedwithmodelV,
for a total of nine. The first additional parameter is the difference between
direction preferences for the velocity and acceleration components, denoted
byva. The second additional parameter,wv, specifies the relativeweight of
thevelocity component,with theaccelerationweightgivenbywa (1wv).
For a purely velocity-driven response, wv  1; for a purely acceleration-
driven response, wv  0; and for a balanced mixture, wv  0.5. A ratio of
acceleration to velocity componentswas computed aswa/wv (1wv)/wv.
The temporal derivative term in Equation 7 was normalized into the range
[1 1], as denoted by []1.
Finally, the “velocity plus acceleration plus position” model (model
VAP) incorporated an additional spatiotemporal component to allow for
a position contribution. The position component was represented as the
product of an offset spatial tuning curve and a position profile in time
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Relative to model VA, model VAP again adds
two additional free parameters (for a total of
11). One parameter is the difference in direc-
tion preference between the velocity and posi-
tion components, vp, and the second
parameter is the weight of the position compo-
nent, wp, ranging from 0 to 1. Note that the
temporal integral term in Equation 8 was nor-
malized into the range [0 1], as done for the
velocity component.
In all of thesemodels, t0 1 s corresponds to
the peak of the Gaussian velocity profile of the
stimulus. In the model fits presented, all pa-
rameters were free to take any value, except for
DC, which was bounded in the range [0 0.5].
As the number of free parameters differed
between the three models, model selection was
performed using a sequential F test. A signifi-
cant outcome of the sequential F test (p	 0.01)
indicates that the model with a greater number
of parameters outperforms the simpler model
(allowing for the extra degrees of freedom).We
chose the sequential F test, rather than the
Akaike information criterion used previously
(Chen et al., 2011a), because we found the F
test to bemore conservative in terms of accept-
ing greater model complexity, and the results
of the sequential F test weremore acceptable by
eye, especially for visual responses.
Results
Quantitative data were obtained from 452
VIP neurons recorded from seven hemi-
spheres in five rhesus monkeys. The ma-
jority of neurons were recorded from the
right and left hemispheres of animal J and
the right hemisphere of animal C, as illus-
trated in Figure 1, black symbols (cells with
significant responses tovisual and/or vestib-
ular translation) and white symbols (cells
without significant responses to transla-
tion). Cells responsive to translation were
encountered in both the upper and lower
banks of the intraparietal sulcus, with re-
cordings concentrated around the medial tip of the sulcus. Upon
isolation, each VIP neuron was first tested with physical (vestibular
condition) and simulated (visual condition) translation along 26
motion directions uniformly distributed in 3D space (Fig. 2A). If
satisfactory isolation was maintained throughout this translation
protocol, some cells (seeMaterials andMethods)were subsequently
tested with physical and simulated rotation about the same 26 axes,
with each axis defining a direction of rotation according to the
right-hand rule. Each movement followed a Gaussian velocity
profile, with a corresponding biphasic acceleration profile (Fig.
2B). For each block of trials (translation or rotation), visual and
vestibular conditions were randomly interleaved, along with a
null condition inwhichmonkeys fixated the head-centered target
without any visual or vestibular stimulation. We begin by de-
scribing the properties of VIP responses to translation.
Visual and vestibular responses to translation
Typical responses from a “congruent” cell and an “opposite” cell
are illustrated in Figure 2, C and D, respectively. Both of these
neurons have single-peaked tuning, with a single significant ep-
och of directional selectivity. The plots on the left show average
PSTHs for all 26 directions of vestibular (top) and visual (bot-
tom) translation, arranged according to stimulus direction in
spherical coordinates. The red dashed lines show the peak re-
sponse times for each neuron under each stimulus condition. A
peak time is defined as the center of the 400ms time window that
produces the largest departure in firing rate from the baseline
response (see Materials and Methods).
The 3D directional tuning of these example neurons, com-
puted at the corresponding peak times, is shown as color contour
maps (elevation vs azimuth) on the right side of Figure 2. The
preferred direction of each neuron was defined as the azimuth
and elevation of the vector sum of the neural responses (see Ma-
terials andMethods). The congruent cell of Figure 2C has similar
direction preferences for vestibular and visual translation stimuli;
[azimuth, elevation]  [24, 38°] and [6, 64°], respec-
tively, corresponding to an upward and slightly rightward trajec-
tory. In contrast, the opposite cell in Figure 2D preferred a
backward–rightward direction in the vestibular condition ([azi-
muth, elevation] [64, 7°]) and a forward–leftward direction
in the visual condition ([azimuth, elevation]  [129, 7°]). As
described further below, congruent and opposite cells were both
frequently encountered in VIP.
Figure 1. Anatomical localization of recording sites. A, Inflated cortical surface illustrating the locations of the coronal sections
drawn in B–G. B–D, Coronal sections from both hemispheres of monkey J, spaced 4 mm apart, are shown from posterior (B) to
anterior (D). E–G, Coronal sections from the right hemisphere of monkey C are shown from posterior (E) to anterior (G). Cells
located within 2 mm of each section were projected onto that section. The black symbols represent single units with significant
tuning to either vestibular or visual translation. The white symbols represent cells that showed no directional tuning.
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Figure 3 illustrates another example VIP cell, which was clas-
sified as “double-peaked” based on its vestibular translation tun-
ing. As illustrated by the vestibular PSTHs (Fig. 3A), there were
two peak times for this cell, one at 0.91 s (red line) and another at
1.41 s (green line). The cell showed significant directional tuning
at both peak times, with nearly opposite direction preferences at
[azimuth, elevation]  [39, 16°] and
[126, 9°], respectively (Fig. 3C,D). This
occurs because the spatiotemporal re-
sponse profile of the cell has two distinct
temporal epochs of direction tuning. The
early peak time occurs just before peak
stimulus velocity, whereas the second
peak time occurs after the second peak of
the stimulus acceleration profile. Note
that the visual response of this same neu-
ron was single-peaked (Fig. 3B,E).
Among 452 cells tested in VIP, 222
(49%) showed significant tuning for ves-
tibular translation, compared with 50–
60% in MSTd (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi
et al., 2007; Liu and Angelaki, 2009). Un-
like in MSTd, where 95% of the cells
show significant tuning for visual transla-
tion simulated by optic flow (Gu et al.,
2006), only 310 of 452 (69%) VIP cells
showed significant directional tuning for
visual translation. Of these, 182 cells
(40%) were significantly tuned (p	 0.01,
ANOVA) to both visual and vestibular
translation, 128 cells (28%) were tuned to
visual stimuli only, and 40 cells (9%) were
tuned to vestibular stimuli only (such cells
with only vestibular tuning are extremely
rare in MSTd). All of these proportions
were significantly greater than expected
by chance (p 	 0.001, 
2 test). As shown
in Table 1, only 3% of visual responses to
translation in VIP were classified as
double-peaked, whereas21%of the ves-
tibular translation responseswere double-
peaked. Thus, single-peaked responses
predominated.
Cells with significant directional tun-
ing were further subdivided based on
whether the spatial tuning (at a particular
peak time) was unimodal or multimodal
(see Materials and Methods) (Chen et al.,
2010). The vast majority of VIP neurons
showed unimodal direction tuning: 83%
(184 of 222) for vestibular translation and
77% (240 of 310) for visual translation.
Direction preferences of VIP neurons
with significant unimodal tuning were
distributed throughout the spherical
stimulus space, as illustrated in Figure 4,A
(vestibular translation) and B (visual
translation). Each data point in these scat-
ter plots specifies the preferred 3D direc-
tion of a single neuron (black,
multisensory cells; red, vestibular only;
green, visual only), while histograms
along the boundaries show the marginal
distributions of azimuth and elevation preferences. As in MSTd
(Gu et al., 2006, 2010), the distribution of azimuth preferences
for VIP visual responses was significantly bimodal (p 		 0.001,
uniformity test; puni	 0.001, pbi 0.97, modality test) (see Ma-
terials and Methods), with most cells preferring lateral over for-
ward–backward directions. Among 240 cells with significant
Figure 2. Stimuli and examples of 3D translation tuning. A, Schematic of the 26movement trajectories in 3D, spaced 45° apart
in both azimuth and elevation. B, The 2 s translational motion stimulus: velocity (blue), acceleration (green), and position (ma-
genta). C, Response PSTHs (left panels) and 3D tuning profiles (right panels) for a congruent VIP neuron. The red line indicates the
peak time (tvestibular 1.04; tvisual 0.91 s)when themaximum response across directions occurred. The 3D tuning profile (right)
is illustrated as a color contour map (Lambert cylindrical projection), taken at the peak response time (vestibular DDI, 0.77; visual
DDI, 0.87). Tuning curves along the margins of the color map illustrate mean firing rates plotted versus elevation or azimuth
(averaged across azimuth or elevation, respectively). The preferred directions for this cell (computed as vector sum) are [azimuth,
elevation] [24,38°] for the vestibular condition, and [6,64°] for the visual condition. D, PSTHs and spatial tuning
profile for a VIP neuron with opposite direction preferences in the vestibular ([azimuth, elevation] [64, 7°]; DDI, 0.64; peak
time, 0.94 s) and visual conditions ([129, 7°]; DDI, 0.75; peak time, 1.06 s).
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visual translation tuning, none had direction preferences within
30° of the backward axis and only 11 cells (4.6%) had preferred
directions within30° of straight forward (Fig. 4B, dashed oval
regions).
A similar tendency toward a bimodal distribution of azimuth
preferences was seen for vestibular translation, but the effect was
not significant. The distribution of azimuth preferences was not
significantly different from uniform (p 0.35, uniformity test),
although slightly more cells preferred lateral and vertical move-
ments. Only 4 of 184 (2.2%) cells with significant vestibular
translation tuning had a preferred direction within 30° of
straight backward and 9 cells (4.9%) had a preferred direction
within 30°of straight forward (Fig. 4A, dashed oval regions).
Figure 3. Example of a VIP neuronwith double-peakeddirection tuning in the vestibular condition.A,B, PSTHs for 26 directions during presentation of vestibular (A) and visual (B) translation stimuli. The
redandgreen lines indicate thetwopeaktimes for thevestibular translation response (tvestibular0.91and1.41s).Note that therewasonlyonepeaktimefor thevisual response (tvisual0.96s; red).C,D, The
3D directional tuning for the vestibular condition is illustrated at each of the two peak times. At the first peak time (C), the direction preference is [azimuth, elevation] [39,16°], and the DDI is 0.84; at
the secondpeak time (D), the directionpreference is [126, 9°], and the vestibular DDI is 0.78.E, Three-dimensional directional tuning for the visual condition. Thepreferreddirection is [168, 12°], and the
visual DDI is 0.79.











Vestibular 176 (79.3) 46 (20.7) 0 (0) 222
Visual 301 (97.1) 9 (2.9) 0 (0) 310
Combined 36 (87.8) 5 (12.2) 0 (0) 41
MSTd
Vestibular 160 (80.0) 40 (20.0) 0 (0) 200
Visual 306 (94.7) 17 (5.3) 0 (0) 323
Combined 220 (92.8) 17 (7.2) 0 (0) 237
VPS
Vestibular 63 (52.5) 51 (42.5) 6 (5.0) 120
Visual 56 (84.8) 10 (15.2) 0 (0) 66
Combined 23 (50.0) 21 (45.6) 2 (4.4) 46
Rotation
VIP
Vestibular 61 (96.8) 2 (3.2) 0 (0) 63
Visual 59 (98.3) 1 (1.7) 0 (0) 60
Combined 22 (91.7) 2 (8.3) 0 (0) 24
MSTd
Vestibular 91 (79.8) 23 (20.2) 0 (0) 114
Visual 114 (91.9) 10 (8.1) 0 (0) 124
Combined 24 (96.0) 1 (4.0) 0 (0) 25
VPS
Vestibular 38 (86.4) 6 (13.6) 0 (0) 44
Figure 4. Summary of direction tuning properties of VIP neurons during translation.A,B, Distri-
bution of vestibular (A) and visual (B) 3D heading preferences. Each data point in the scatter plot
corresponds to the preferred azimuth (abscissa) and elevation (ordinate) of a single neuron with
significantunimodalheadingtuning(A,n184;B,n240).ThedataareplottedonCartesianaxes
thatrepresenttheLambertcylindricalequal-areaprojectionofthesphericalstimulusspace.Histogramsalong
the top and right sides of each scatter plot show themarginal distributions. The dashed elliptical curves
represent a30° range of directions around straight forward ([azimuth, elevation] [90, 0°]) and
straight backward ([azimuth, elevation] [90, 0°]). C, D, Scatter plots of the tuning width at
half-maximumofeachcell, computed fromthe tuningcurve in thehorizontal plane, versuspreferred
azimuth. The black dots represent cellswith significant unimodal spatial tuning during both the ves-
tibular (n 149) and visual (n 141) conditions. The red dots represent cells with significant
unimodal vestibular tuning only (n 35). The green dots represent cells with significant unimodal
visual tuning only (n 99).
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The distributions of elevation preference are significantly non-
uniform, but unimodal, for both visual and vestibular responses
(p	 0.01, uniformity test; puni 0.28, modality test).
As illustrated in Figure 4, C and D, which shows the tuning
width at half-maximum (in the horizontal plane) from a spline fit
(interpolated at the 1° resolution) versus azimuth preference for
each neuron, tuning was generally broad independently of azi-
muth preference, and tuning width was similar for unisensory
and multisensory cells. Compared with area MSTd (Gu et al.,
2006, 2010), we found that the average tuning width in VIP was
significantly narrower for the visual translation condition (p 
0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test). However, there was no signif-
icant difference in tuning width between areas for the vestibular
translation condition (p 0.17).
As shown by the examples of Figure 2, some VIP cells have
similar direction preferences for visual and vestibular stimuli,
whereas others have opposite preferences. The distribution of
the absolute difference in direction preference ( preferred
direction) between visual and vestibular stimulus conditions
was strongly bimodal (p  0.007, uniformity test; puni 		
0.001, pbi  0.53, modality test), as illustrated in Figure 5A. As
found previously for translation responses in MSTd (Gu et al.,
2006), congruent and opposite neurons were encountered in
roughly equal proportions in VIP: 37% (44 of 118) had  pre-
ferred direction 	 60°, and 42% (50 of 118) had  preferred
direction  120°. In subsequent figures, for simplicity, we refer
to cells with  preferred direction	 90° as congruent and those
with  preferred direction  90° as opposite.
The strength of direction tuning of VIP neurons was quanti-
fied using a DDI, which ranges from 0 (poor tuning) to 1 (strong
tuning). DDI values for visual and vestibular translation condi-
tions are compared in Figure 5B. Considering all cells (n 452),
the vestibular DDI was significantly smaller than the visual DDI
(Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs test, p 	 0.001). In addition, multi-
sensory neurons weremore strongly tuned, on average, than uni-
sensory neurons. Specifically, the vestibular DDI of multisensory
neurons (0.68  0.01 SE) was significantly greater than the ves-
tibular DDI for vestibular-only neurons (0.64 0.01) (p 0.01,
Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) (Fig. 5B, compare black symbols, red
symbols). Similarly, the visual DDI of multisensory neurons
(0.72 0.01 SE) was significantly greater than the visual DDI for
visual-only neurons (0.68  0.01) (p 	 0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank
sum test) (Fig. 5B, compare black symbols, green symbols).
Because the experimental protocols and cell sampling criteria
used here were identical with those previously used to character-
ize optic flow and vestibular tuning in MSTd and VPS, a direct
comparison between areas is possible. These comparisons are
summarized graphically (Fig. 5C,D) as cumulative distributions
of DDI for VIP (orange), MSTd (black), and VPS (purple),
shown separately for visual and vestibular responses, respectively.
Overall, the vestibular translation DDI for VIP (mean  SE,
0.61 0.01) was modestly but significantly greater than that for
MSTd (0.59  0.01) (p  0.01, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) but
weaker than that forVPS (0.69 0.01) (p	 0.01). In contrast, the
visual translationDDI forVIP (0.66 0.01)was substantially less
than that for MSTd (0.76  0.01) (p 	 0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank
sum test) but greater than that for VPS (0.60 0.01) (p	 0.001).
Similar results were obtained when tuning strength was quanti-
fied as the vector sum of responses across directions or as the raw
difference in firing rate between stimuli that elicitedmaximal and
minimal responses (data not shown). Thus, whereas MSTd neu-
rons are more selective to optic flow and VPS neurons are more
selective to vestibular inputs, heading tuning in VIP is relatively
balanced across the two modalities.
Visual and vestibular responses to rotation
We now turn to the subset of VIP cells (216 of 452) that was also
tested with rotation stimuli. Note that this subset is relatively
small because we did not attempt the rotation protocol on some
neurons, but rather ran protocols for other studies (seeMaterials
and Methods). Among 142 cells for which isolation was main-
tained and the rotation protocol was completed, 63 (44%) were
significantly tuned (p	 0.01, ANOVA) to vestibular rotation and
60 (42%) were significantly tuned to visual rotation. Approxi-
mately one-quarter (36 cells) were multisensory neurons,
whereas 24 cells (17%) were tuned to visual stimuli only and 27
cells (19%) were tuned to vestibular stimuli only. The distribu-
tions of direction preferences for rotation resembled those for
translation overall (compare Figs. 6A,B, 4A,B). The distribution
of visual azimuth preferences was significantly bimodal (p 	
0.001, uniformity test; puni 0.02, pbi 0.97,modality test), with
a tendency for neurons to prefer pitch rather than roll rotations
(Fig. 5B). Because of the limited size of the data set, none of the
other distributions of azimuth or elevation preferences were sig-
nificantly different from uniform (p 0.05).
As for translation, rotation tuning was typically broad, with
tuning width showing no significant dependence on azimuth
preference (Fig. 6C,D). Compared with area MSTd, we found
that the average tuning width in VIP was significantly narrower
Figure 5. Comparison of tuning preferences and direction selectivity between visual and
vestibular responses of VIPneuronsduring translation.A, Distributionof theabsolutedifference
in 3D preferred direction ( preferred direction) between visual and vestibular responses
(n 118). Note that bins were computed according to the cosine of the angle (in accordance
with the spherical nature of the data, such that the distribution would be flat if there were no
systematic relationshipbetweenvisual andvestibular directionpreferences).Onlyneuronswith
significant unimodal spatial tuning during both vestibular and visual conditions have been
included.B, Scatter plot of the visual DDI as a function of the vestibular DDI. Black filled symbols,
Cells with significant tuning during both the vestibular and visual conditions (n 182); red
symbols, cells with significant tuning during the vestibular condition only (n 40); green
symbols, cellswith significant tuningduring the visual condition only (n128); open symbols,
cells without significant tuning in either condition (n 102). Dashed line, Unity-slope diago-
nal. C, Cumulative distributions of DDI for vestibular responses to translation in VIP (orange;
n452),MSTd (black;n336), andVPS (purple;n166).D, CumulativedistributionsofDDI
for visual responses.
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for both the visual and vestibular rotation conditions (p	 0.001,
Wilcoxon’s rank sum test).
Nearly all vestibular and visual rotation responses in VIP were
classified as single-peaked (Table 1). As illustrated in Figure 7A,
the distribution of the absolute difference in 3D preferred direc-
tion ( preferred direction) between visual and vestibular rota-
tion responses of multisensory cells was significantly bimodal
(p 0.01, uniformity test; puni	 0.001; pbi 0.61,modality test).
Thus, similar to translation responses, VIP neurons can show
either congruent or opposite rotational preferences for visual and
vestibular stimuli. As discussed further below, this property of
VIP neurons differs from that seen in MSTd, where almost all
neurons have opposite rotation preferences for visual and vestib-
ular stimuli (Takahashi et al., 2007).
Visual and vestibular rotation responses in VIP had similar
tuning strength, as illustrated in Figure 7B (Wilcoxon’smatched-
pairs test, p 0.20; n 142). As for translation tuning (Fig. 5B),
the visual DDI of multisensory neurons (0.70  0.01) was
greater, on average, than the visual DDI of unisensory neurons
(0.68  0.01; p 	 0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) (Fig. 7B,
compare black symbols, green symbols). A similar trendwas seen
for the vestibular DDI values, but the difference was not signifi-
cant (p 0.21,Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) (Fig. 7B, compare black
symbols, red symbols).
Comparison between translation and rotation responses
Since all cells tested with the rotation protocol were also tested
with the translation protocol, a direct comparison between rota-
tion and translation tuning is possible. The distribution of the
absolute difference in 3D direction preference,  preferred di-
rection, between vestibular rotation and vestibular translation
conditions was not significantly different from uniform (p 
0.20, uniformity test), although there was some tendency for ves-
tibular translation and rotation preferences to differ by 90°
(Fig. 8A). That is, cells that prefer lateral translation (0, 180°) also
Figure 6. Summary of tuning properties of VIP neurons during rotation.A,B, Distribution of
vestibular (A) and visual (B) 3D rotation preferences. Each data point in the scatter plot corre-
sponds to the preferred azimuth (abscissa) and elevation (ordinate) of a single neuron with
significant unimodal heading tuning (A, n 53; B, n 43). The format is as in Figure 4. C, D,
Scatter plots of the tuning width at half-maximum of each cell versus preferred azimuth. The
black symbols represent cells with significant unimodal tuning during both the vestibular (n
31) and visual (n 28) conditions. The red symbols represent cells with significant unimodal
vestibular tuning only (n 22). The green symbols represent cells with significant unimodal
visual tuning only (n 15).
Figure 7. Comparison of tuning preferences and direction selectivity between visual and
vestibular responses of VIP neurons during rotation. A, Distribution of the absolute 3D differ-
ence in preferred direction ( preferred direction) between visual and vestibular responses
(n 23). The format is as in Figure 5. Only neurons with significant unimodal spatial tuning
duringboth vestibular and visual conditions havebeen included.B, Scatter plot of the visual DDI
as a function of the vestibular DDI. Black filled symbols, with significant tuning during both the
vestibular and visual conditions (n 36); red symbols, cells with significant tuning during
the vestibular condition only (n 27); green symbols, cells with significant tuning during the
visual condition only (n 24); open symbols, cells without significant tuning in either condi-
tion (n 55). Dashed line, Unity-slope diagonal.
Figure 8. Summary of differences in direction preference and tuning strength between
rotation and translation. A, B, Histograms of the absolute differences in 3D preferred direction
( preferred direction) between rotation and translation for the vestibular (n 36) and
visual (n 32) conditions, respectively (calculated only for neurons with significant unimodal
tuning in both conditions). The arrows illustrate mean values. C, D, Distributions of preferred
direction differences projected onto each of the three cardinal planes: frontoparallel (front
view), sagittal (side view), and horizontal (top view). E, F, Scatter plots of the rotation and
translation DDI values for the vestibular and visual conditions, respectively. The filled symbols
indicate cells with significant tuning for both rotation and translation (ANOVA, p	 0.01) (E,
n 45; F, n 55); the open symbols denote cells without significant tuning for either one or
bothof the rotationand translationprotocols (ANOVA,p0.01) (E,n37;F,n27).Dashed
lines, Unity-slope diagonals.
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tend to prefer roll rotation (90°), although the effect did not
reach statistical significance.
The corresponding distribution of differences in direction
preference between visual rotation and translation responses was
significantly nonuniform (p 	 0.001, uniformity test) and uni-
modal (puni 0.88, modality test; mean, 90.0  2.8°) (Fig. 8B).
This relationship is not surprising when one considers that, at
least for lateral–vertical optic flow (the preferred stimuli formany
VIP cells) (Figs. 4B, 6B), visual translation and rotation prefer-
ences are typically linked by the two-dimensional visual motion
selectivity of the cell. For example, a neuron that prefers leftward
visual motion on the display screen will respond well to both a
yaw rotation stimulus (azimuth, 0°; elevation, 90°) and a lateral
(rightward) translation stimulus (azimuth, 0°; elevation, 0°).
Note that these two stimulus directions are 90° apart on the
sphere (Fig. 2A).
Since  preferred direction is computed as the smallest angle
between a pair of preferred direction vectors in 3D within the
interval of (0, 180°), it is not known whether the observed peak
near 90° in Figure 8, A and B, is derived from a single mode at
90° or from two modes at90 and90°. To examine this, we
also illustrate the differences between translation and rotation
preferences in each cardinal plane: front view, side view, and top
view (Fig. 8C,D) over the entire 360° range. For the visual condi-
tion, the distribution of 2D direction differences in the frontal
plane is more revealing than those in the other two planes: data
are tightly clustered around90°, with no cells having direction
differences of90°. Thus, the data from the visual condition are
mostly consistent with the idea that the preferred directions for
translation and rotation are related through the 2D visualmotion
selectivity of VIP neurons. Note that the visual fixation target is
head fixed in this study, such that both yaw/pitch rotations and
lateral translations produce laminar optic flow in which all ele-
ments move in the same direction on the display screen. Al-
though the speed of dot motion varies with distance for
translation (but not rotation), the argument here depends only
on the direction preferences for rotation and translation and not
on speed selectivity.
Unlike in the visual stimulus condition, differences in di-
rection preference between translation and rotation for the
vestibular condition were not tightly distributed in any of the
cardinal planes (Fig. 8C), a finding that is similar to that re-
ported previously for MSTd (Takahashi et al., 2007), thalamus
(Meng et al., 2007), and vestibular nuclei neurons (Dickman and
Angelaki, 2002; Bryan and Angelaki, 2009). In contrast, vestibu-
lar preferences for rotation and translation in PIVC were spa-
tially coordinated such that each cell preferring a given
translation direction also responded maximally to rotations
about an axis that was roughly perpendicular to the translation
preference (Chen et al., 2010). For example, cells that pre-
ferred left–right translation also preferred roll rotation; and
cells that preferred forward–backward translation tended to
prefer pitch rotation. Thus, vestibular responses in VIP and
MSTd differ from those in PIVC in that rotation/translation
preferences are not as tightly aligned.
Tuning strength was not significantly different between ves-
tibular translation (DDI, 0.62 0.01 SE) and vestibular rotation
(0.61  0.01) conditions (p  0.27, Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs
test), as illustrated in Figure 8E. By comparison, the visual rota-
tion DDI (0.65  0.01) was less than the visual translation DDI
(0.68 0.01) on average, and this difference was significant (p
0.001, Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs test) (Fig. 8F).
Fixation versus darkness
A subpopulation of VIP cells was also tested during vestibular
translation (n  36) and rotation (n  20) in complete dark-
ness (with the video projector turned off) (see Materials and
Methods). As summarized in Figure 9, spatial tuning and re-
sponse selectivity were similar whether the animal fixated a
head-fixed target on the screen or was moved in darkness. This
conclusion is based on two comparisons. First, for responses
with significant unimodal spatial tuning under both condi-
tions (translation, 14 of 36 cells; rotation, 8 of 20 cells), the
distribution of the absolute difference in direction preference
between fixation and darkness was narrow and biased strongly
toward zero (median, 12.3° for translation and 40.1° for rota-
tion) (Fig. 9A,B). With the exception of one cell, VIP neurons
had similar (	60°) direction preferences in the fixation and
darkness protocols. Second, tuning strength, as measured with
the DDI, was not significantly different between fixation and
darkness (Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs test, p  0.09 for trans-
lation; p  0.39 for rotation), and DDI values for these two
conditions were robustly correlated (Fig. 9C,D) (r 0.64, p	
0.001 for translation; r  0.52, p  0.02 for rotation). These
data suggest that responses in our vestibular condition mainly
reflect sensory input from the vestibular apparatus, rather
than either retinal slip or efferent eye movement signals. Note,
however, that a somatosensory contribution to the vestibular
tuning of VIP cells cannot be excluded.
Responses to combined visual/vestibular stimuli
To characterize the interaction between the two sensory modali-
ties, a subset of neurons (50 cells for translation and 30 cells for
rotation) was tested under three stimulus conditions (vestibular
only, visual only, and combined stimulation) (see Materials and
Methods). For congruent cells, the combined response had tun-
ing that was similar to the single-cue responses, as shown for an
example congruent cell in Figure 10A. In contrast, two different
types of interactions were observed for opposite cells. For some
cells, like the example in Figure 10B, the combined response was
dominated by the vestibular tuning. For other cells, like that in
Figure 9. Comparison between VIP responses during fixation and in darkness. A, B, Distri-
bution of the absolute difference in preferred direction for neurons with significant unimodal
tuning during both fixation and in complete darkness; data are shown for translation (A) (n
14) and rotation (B) (n 8) separately. C, D, Scatter plot of DDI values for cells tested in both
fixation and darkness conditions during translation (C) (n 36) and rotation (D) (n 20).
Filled symbols, Cells with significant spatial tuning during both fixation and darkness (C, n
20; D, n 9). Open symbols, Cells without significant spatial tuning during either fixation or
total darkness (C, n 16; D, n 11). Dashed lines, Unity-slope diagonals.
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Figure 10C, the combined response was
dominated by the visual tuning.
These observations are summarized in
Figure 11A–D, which shows the distribu-
tions of  preferred direction between
combined and vestibular conditions (Fig.
11A,B) or between combined and visual
conditions (Fig. 11C,D). For congruent
multisensory cells (black bars),  pre-
ferred direction was generally very small,
as expected, indicating that the direction
preference in the combined conditionwas
similar to those in the visual and vestibu-
lar conditions. For opposite multisensory
cells (gray bars),  preferred direction
was broadly distributed, demonstrating
that the direction preference of the com-
bined response could be dominated by ei-
ther the vestibular or visual preference. As
expected, the combined tuning of uni-
modal cells (red/green bars) was similar to
the unimodal responses. The fact that
combined responses of multisensory VIP
cells can be dominated by either the visual
or vestibular tuning contrasts with previ-
ous results from area MSTd, for which
combined responses under identical stim-
ulus conditions (100% motion coher-
ence) were generally dominated by the
visual response (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007;Morgan et
al., 2008).
How does tuning strength of the combined response, as quan-
tified by the DDI, compare with tuning strength of the single-cue
responses? Across the population, combined responses to trans-
lation tend to have greater DDI values (0.71  0.02 SE) than
vestibular (0.63 0.02 SE; p	 0.001, Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs
test) or visual responses (0.68  0.02 SE; p  0.03). Stronger
tuning was also seen during combined responses to rotation
(0.68 0.02) than for vestibular (0.64 0.02; p 0.02, Wilcox-
on’s matched-pairs test) or visual (0.64  0.02; p  0.11) ro-
tation responses, although the latter difference did not reach
significance. Interestingly, visual-only and vestibular-only cells
(Fig. 11E–H, open green and red symbols) also tend to show
greater DDI (stronger tuning) during cue combination (transla-
tion, p 	 0.001 for visual only and p  0.22 for vestibular only;
rotation, p  0.13 for visual only and p 	 0.001 for vestibular
only; Wilcoxon’s rank sum tests).
To explore further the relative contributions of vestibular and
visual responses to the combined tuning of multisensory neu-
rons, we fit the combined responses of each neuron with a
weighted linear sum of the visual and vestibular responses (see
Materials and Methods). The linear model generally provided
very good fits to the combined responses. For translation, the
median values of R2 are 0.91 for VIP, 0.87 for VPS, and 0.92 for
MSTd, respectively. For rotation, the median values of R2 are
0.78 for VIP and 0.97 for MSTd. Note that this is consistent with
findings of a previous study of MSTd neurons (Morgan et al.,
2008), for which inclusion of a larger range of stimuli allowed
comparison of linear and nonlinear models, with little explana-
tory power gained when including nonlinear terms. In addi-
tion, we only included cells with good fits of the linear model
(R 2 0.7) in the following analyses. From these fits, we com-
puted vestibular and visual gains, as well as the gain ratio (Fig.
12A,B). These gains describe the weighting of visual and ves-
tibular inputs to the combined response. A gain ratio of 1
indicates that vestibular and visual inputs are equally weighted
in the combined response; a gain ratio of 	1 indicates that
vestibular inputs contribute less than visual inputs; and a gain
ratio of 1 means that vestibular inputs outweigh the visual
inputs.
For translation, the mean gain ratio in VIP was 1.33  0.79
(geometric mean, mean SE), with roughly one-half of the neu-
rons having gain ratios of	1 and1 (Fig. 12A, top). This value
was significantly greater than that for MSTd (0.33  0.29) (Fig.
12A, middle) (p 	 0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test), but not
significantly less than that for VPS (2.29 1.52) (Fig. 12A, bot-
tom) (p 0.14). A similar tendencywas observed for responses to
rotation, with amean gain ratio of 1.05 1.08 for VIP and 0.41
0.92 for MSTd, although this difference did not quite reach sig-
nificance due to the smaller samples (p 0.06, Wilcoxon’s rank
sum test). Note that we did notmeasure visual rotation responses
for area VPS; hence no rotational gain ratios are presented for
VPS. Overall, this analysis supports the findings of Figures 10 and
11, namely that vestibular cues contribute more strongly to com-
bined responses in VIP than in MSTd, but less strongly than in
VPS.
Unlike in MSTd (Takahashi et al., 2007), there was no depen-
dence of the gain ratio on the relative strength of visual and
vestibular responses in VIP (measured by the “visual-vestibular
ratio”) (see Materials and Methods) (Spearman’s rank correla-
tion, p  0.3). That is, the relative tuning strength of the two
single cues was not predictive of how the cues interact to deter-
mine the combined response in VIP.
Characterization of spatiotemporal dynamics
To assess the flow of visual and vestibular signals through a
network of cortical areas involved in self-motion analysis, it is
Figure10. Examples of 3D translation tuning for threeVIPneurons tested in the vestibular (left), visual (middle), and combined
(right) conditions. The format is as in Figure 2. A, Tuning of a congruent multisensory neuron. Vestibular condition: Direction
preference, [40,55°]; DDI, 0.85; visual condition: direction preference, [32,73°]; DDI, 0.84; combined condition: direc-
tion preference, [31,61°]; DDI, 0.88. B, Tuning of an opposite multisensory neuron for which the combined direction prefer-
ence was dominated by the vestibular input. Vestibular condition: Direction preference, [149, 0°]; DDI, 0.86; visual condition:
direction preference, [88,17°]; DDI, 0.78; combined condition: direction preference, [159,1°]; DDI, 0.83. C, Tuning of an
opposite multisensory neuron for which the combined preference was dominated by the visual input. Vestibular condition: [136,
23°]; DDI, 0.55; visual condition: direction preference, [6,31°]; DDI, 0.63; combined condition: direction preference, [26,
19°]; DDI, 0.65.
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valuable to examine the timing of responses. However, re-
sponse timing has to be evaluated while accounting for potential
variations in response dynamics (e.g., velocity vs acceleration
coding) across areas. We have recently developed a model-
based approach to this issue (Chen et al., 2011a), and we apply
it here to visual/vestibular responses in areas VIP, MSTd, and
VPS.
Three different models, reflecting coding of velocity (model
V), velocity plus acceleration (model VA), or velocity plus accel-
eration plus position (model VAP), were fit to the spatiotemporal
responses of each neuron (for details, see Materials and Meth-
ods). To reduce dimensionality, each model was fit to two-
dimensional data from the horizontal, frontal, andmedian planes
of the spherical stimulus space (Fig. 2A), provided that signifi-
cant space–time structure was exhibited for each plane as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods. We report results from the
planewith the strongest responsemodulation for each neuron. In
addition, we only quantified results from cells for which the
goodness of fit of the model was high (R2  0.7) for the best
response plane. For the vestibular condition, 30 VIP neurons, 48
MSTd cells, and 24 VPS neuronsmet these criteria. For the visual
condition, 76 cells from VIP, 119 from MSTd, and 14 from VPS
met the criteria. Only 7 VIP neurons passed these criteria for the
combined condition; hence we do not present fit results for that
condition. Similarly, there was insufficient data from the rotation
protocols for this analysis.
Figure 13 shows fits of models V, VA, and VAP to visual re-
sponses from an example neuron in area VIP. Responses from
this neuronwere equally well fit bymodel V (Fig. 13B),model VA
(Fig. 13C), and model VAP (Fig. 13D), as illustrated by the fit
residuals. Indeed, the fits of the threemodels (Fig. 13E, red, green
and blue traces) are highly overlapping, consistent with a velocity
weight, wv  0.825 for model VA and a position weight, wp 
0.031 for model VAP. For this neuron, model V accounts for
93.4%of the variance in the data (93.5% formodel VA; 93.6% for
model VAP) and thus provides a good description of the spatio-
temporal response profile. Models VA and VAP are not justified
given the increase in the number of parameters (p 0.36, sequen-
tial F test). For visual heading tuning, this pattern of results was
observed for the majority of neurons in areas VIP and MSTd
(Table 2, Visual response).
To summarize the relative strengths of velocity, acceleration,
and position components in the neural responses, we computed
the ratio of acceleration and velocity weights,wa/wv, as well as the
position weight, wp (see Materials and Methods). Cumulative
distributions of these weights for each area are shown in Figure
14. For the vestibular stimulus condition, the acceleration to ve-
locity weight ratio, wa/wv, was significantly larger in VIP (geo-
metric mean SE, 1.59 0.86) than in MSTd (0.70 0.72 SE)
(p 0.004, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test), but not significantly dif-
ferent from VPS where the sample size was rather small (1.15
1.00 SE) (p  0.44). The position weight, wp, was very small for
VIP (0.05 0.55 SE) and VPS (0.07 0.68 SE), but significantly
greater for MSTd (0.14 0.41 SE) than either VIP or VPS (p	
0.001,Wilcoxon’s rank sum tests). Thus, for vestibular responses
to translation, activity in VIP (and VPS) reflects fairly balanced
contributions of velocity and acceleration, with little position
component. In contrast, vestibular responses in MSTd are more
dominated by stimulus velocity, with amodest butmore substan-
tial contribution from position.
For the visual stimulus condition, the ratio of acceleration
and velocity weights (wa/wv) was relatively low (VIP, 0.22 
0.32 SE; MSTd, 0.17 0.42 SE; VPS, 0.16 0.66 SE), reflecting
Figure12. Distributions of the gain ratio, describing the relativeweighting of the visual and
vestibular contributions to the combined response for translation (A) and rotation (B). A, Top
row, Data from area VIP (n 17); middle row, data from area MSTd (n 125); bottom row,
data from area VPS (n 26). The arrows illustrate geometric mean values. B, Top row, Data
fromVIP (n 7); bottom row, data fromareaMSTd (n 19). Only datawith significant spatial
tuning for both visual and vestibular stimuli and with good fits of the linear model (R 2 0.7)
are included in this analysis.
Figure 11. Summary of the differences in direction preference and comparison of tuning
strengthbetween the combined conditionandeachof thevestibular andvisual conditions.A,B,
Distributions of the absolute difference in 3D preferred direction ( preferred direction) be-
tween the combined condition and the vestibular condition, for responses obtained during
translation (A) and rotation (B). C, D, Distributions of  preferred direction between the
combined condition and the visual condition, for both translation (C) and rotation (D). E–H,
Scatter plots comparing the combined DDI against either the vestibular or the visual DDI. Filled
symbols, Cells for which both the combined and vestibular (E, G) or visual (F, H ) tuning was
significant (ANOVA, p	 0.01). Open symbols, for which either the combined and/or the ves-
tibular/visual tuning was not significant (ANOVA, p 0.01). Black symbols/bars, Multisensory
congruent neurons (E, G, n 10; F, H, n 5); gray symbols/bars, multisensory opposite
neurons (E,G, n 9; F,H, n 4); red symbols/bars, vestibular-only neurons (E,G, n 9; F,H,
n 12); green symbols/bars, visual-only neurons (E, G, n 19; F, H, n 7). Dashed line,
Unity-slope diagonal.
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dominance of stimulus velocity, and there were no significant
differences across areas (p  0.22, Wilcoxon’s rank sum tests).
The position weight was also low in VIP (0.04  0.31 SE) and
MSTd (0.05  0.31 SE), but was slightly greater in area VPS
(0.10 0.88 SE) (p 0.009, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test). Thus,
visual heading responses were largely dominated by velocity in
all three areas.
In addition to estimating the relative contributions of velocity,
acceleration, and position signals to neural responses, themodel-
fitting analysis also allowed us to compute the overall latency of
the response (parameter t0 in Eq. 6), independent of the specific
mixture of temporal response components needed to fit the re-
sponse of each neuron. Figure 15 shows distributions of response
delays, from the best-fitting model, for areas VIP, MSTd, and
VPS. For the vestibular condition, response latency for VIP neu-
rons (mean SE, 112 26 ms) was significantly earlier than for
MSTd neurons (193 26 ms) (p 0.007, Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test), and not significantly different from that for VPS cells (66
41ms) (p 0.28). For the visual condition, mean response laten-
cies for the three areas did not differ significantly from each other
(VIP, 48 18ms;MSTd, 77 19ms; VPS, 26 73ms; p 0.16,
Wilcoxon’s rank sum tests). Thus, timing of vestibular responses
in VIP was faster than in MSTd, whereas timing of optic flow
responses did not differ significantly among areas.
Figure 13. Example fits of velocity (model V), velocity plus acceleration (model VA), and velocity plus acceleration plus position (model VAP) models to the spatiotemporal visual responses of a
VIP neuron.A, Direction–time plot showing howdirection tuning evolves over the time course of the response (spatial and temporal resolution, 45° and 100ms, respectively).B–D, Model fits (left)
and response residuals (right). Formodel V (B), t0 1.042 s;43.2°, R
2 0.934. Formodel VA (C), t0 1.148 s;043.3°,va 5.9°,wv 0.825, R
2 0.935. Formodel VAP (D),
t01.149 s;043.3°,va5.5°,wv0.81,vp5.5°,wp0.031,R
20.936.E, ResponsePSTHs (openbars) for the eight directions ofmotion in themedianplane (see inset) along
with superimposed fits of model V (red), model VA (green), and model VAP (blue). The vertical dashed lines mark the 2 s duration of the stimulus.








Velocity only (model V) 0 (0) 1 (2) 3 (12)
Velocity plus acceleration (model VA) 17 (57) 11 (23) 12 (50)
Velocity plus acceleration plus position (model VAP) 13 (43) 36 (75) 9 (38)
All 30 48 24
Visual response
Velocity only (model V) 44 (58) 80 (67) 5 (36)
Velocity plus acceleration (model VA) 25 (33) 20 (17) 5 (36)
Velocity plus acceleration plus position (model VAP) 7 (9) 19 (16) 4 (28)
All 76 119 14
Values shown represent the number (and percentage) of neurons in areas VIP,MSTd, and VPS thatwere better fit by
model V,model VA, ormodel VAPaccording to the sequential F test (seeMaterials andMethods). Only cells frombest
fit plane with goodness of fit R 2 0.7 were included here.
Figure 14. Population comparison of parameters of spatiotemporal model fits among VIP,
MSTd, and VPS. A, Cumulative distributions of the ratio of acceleration to velocity weights
(wa/wv) frommodel VA for the vestibular (left, VIP, n 30; MSTd, n 48; VPS, n 24) and
visual (right, VIP, n 76;MSTd, n 119; VPS, n 14) conditions.B, Cumulative distributions
of the positionweight,wp, frommodel VAP for the vestibular (left, VIP, n 30;MSTd, n 48;
VPS,n 24) and visual (right, VIP,n 76;MSTd, n 119; VPS, n 14) conditions. Only data
with good fits (R 2 0.7) were included here.
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Selectivity as a function of location within the
intraparietal sulcus
Visual-only, vestibular-only, and multisensory cells were en-
countered throughout the anterior–posterior extent of VIP (Fig.
16). The relationship between DDI and anterior–posterior coor-
dinates was examined for both the right and left hemispheres of
monkey J (Fig. 16A) and the right hemisphere of monkey C (Fig.
16B), as all three were extensively explored. There was a signifi-
cant correlation between the DDI for vestibular translation and
the anterior–posterior coordinates (monkey J’s left hemisphere:
r  0.32, p  0.02; monkey J’s right hemisphere: r  0.20, p 
0.09;monkey C’s right hemisphere: r 0.40, p	 0.001). No such
relationship was seen for the visual translation condition (p 
0.5) (Fig. 16A,B, bottom panels). For rotation (likely due to the
small sample of neurons), we did not see any significant correla-
tions between DDI and the anterior–posterior location of elec-
trode penetrations, and this was true for both the vestibular and
visual conditions.
As shown by the different colors in Figure 16, multisensory
neurons and unisensory neurons were intermingled in VIP and
were found across the entire anterior–posterior extent in these
animals. Similarly, we found all of these cell types independent of
the medial–lateral location of the electrode penetration, and
within the medial bank, lateral bank, and tip of the intraparietal
sulcus.
Discussion
Using an experimental protocol identical with that used previ-
ously in areas MSTd (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007) and
VPS (Chen et al., 2011b), we characterized the tuning of VIP
neurons in response to 3D translational and rotational move-
ments that were defined by physical body motion alone, optic
flow alone, or both cues together. There
were both similarities and differences in
the response properties of neurons in VIP
versus MSTd and VPS. We next discuss
these findings, first focusing on the visual
response properties of VIP neurons.
Location and visual properties of VIP
Maunsell and van Essen (1983) first
showed that projections from area MT
terminate in the depths of the intrapari-
etal sulcus, as later confirmed by Unger-
leider and Desimone (1986). Colby et al.
(1993) reported that neurons in a portion
of this projection zone, mainly confined
to the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus
but extending onto both the lateral and
medial banks, had prominent visual di-
rection selectivity. This smaller, physio-
logically defined region in the depths of
the sulcus was named VIP. At its maxi-
mum extent, VIP typically extends over 5
mm mediolaterally and 8 mm rostrocau-
dally (Colby et al., 1993). In two animals,
we explored the full extent of VIP (Figs. 1,
16). Visual and vestibular responses were
encountered throughout this area. Al-
though no particular topographic organi-
zation was obvious, vestibular tuning was
strongest in the anterior half of VIP (Fig.
16). Duhamel et al. (1998) also reported
intermingling of visual-only and multi-
sensory visual/tactile-responsive neurons and no systematic pro-
gression of receptive field locations within this area.
Unlike in MSTd, where nearly all (95%) neurons are
tuned for the direction of translation or rotation defined by
optic flow, only 69 and 42% of VIP cells were tuned for trans-
lational and rotational optic flow, respectively. These values
are in general agreement with the study by Bremmer et al.
(2002b), who reported that 75% of VIP neurons were re-
sponsive to optic flow. Our finding of a bimodal distribution
Figure15. Distributions of response latency, derived frommodel fits, for neurons in VIP (top
row),MSTd (middle row), andVPS (bottom row), as tested under the vestibular (A, VIP,n30;
MSTd, n  48; VPS, n  24) and visual (B, VIP, n  76; MSTd, n  119; VPS, n  14)
conditions. Open bars, Cells better fit with model V; gray bars, cells better fit with model VA;
black bars, cells better fitwithmodel VAP. The arrows indicatemean values. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the times of peak acceleration/deceleration and peak velocity of the stimulus.
Figure 16. Relationship between tuning strength, as measured by DDI, and cell location within the intraparietal sulcus.
DDI values for the vestibular condition (top row) and the visual condition (bottom row) are plotted as a function of the
anterior–posterior stereotaxic coordinate of each electrode penetration (shown in millimeters, with 0 mm corresponding
to AP-0). A, Data recorded from the left hemisphere (LH) of monkey J (left column, n 53) and the right hemisphere (RH)
of monkey J (right column, n 70). B, Data obtained from the right hemisphere of monkey C (n 112). Black symbols,
Multisensory neurons; red symbols, vestibular-only neurons; green symbols, visual-only neurons. The solid lines illustrate
the best-fit lines from linear regressions. Note that only responsive cells are included in these scatter plots. “” marks the
mean location for each group of cells.
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of visual azimuth preferences, showing that the least-preferred
optic-flow stimuli involved translation along or rotation
about the forward–backward axis (Figs. 4B, 6B), appears at
odds with previous studies reporting that twice as many VIP
cells preferred expansion and rotation over frontoparallel
stimuli (Schaafsma and Duysens, 1996; Bremmer et al.,
2002b). However, several differences in the visual stimuli used
(e.g., wall vs cloud of dots, binocular disparity vs no disparity)
and the cell selection criteria make direct comparisons diffi-
cult. Our findings show that, although VIP cells often respond
to complex optic flow patterns like expansion/contraction and
clockwise/counterclockwise rotation, their maximum re-
sponses are generally found along axes in the frontoparallel
plane. The finding of underrepresented forward–backward
motion directions in VIP, which is similar to our previous
findings in MSTd (Gu et al., 2006, 2010), may provide a func-
tional benefit. Given the broad spatial tuning of most VIP
neurons (Figs. 4C,D, 6C,D) (but see Zhang and Britten, 2010),
the bias toward lateral motion preferences may facilitate pre-
cise direction discrimination around the forward–backward
axis. Indeed, population activity in MSTd, like human and
monkey perception, is most sensitive for discriminating small
changes in heading direction around straight forward rather
than around lateral movement directions (Gu et al., 2010).
Previous studies have also emphasized that VIP neurons prefer
expansion over contraction in optic flow stimuli. Schlack et al.
(2002) reported that thedominanceof expansion-over contraction-
preferringneuronswasparticularly strong for visual/vestibularmul-
tisensory cells in VIP and was reduced when all visually responsive
neurons were considered regardless of vestibular responses. Such a
difference was not evident in our data (Fig. 4B).
Vestibular rotation and translation tuning in VIP
We found that nearly one-half of VIP neurons were tuned
during 3D vestibular stimulation, similar to previous reports
for area MSTd (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007; Chow-
dhury et al., 2009). Our proportion of selective neurons is
lower than the proportion of cells responding to forward or
backward translation on a parallel swing (78%) (Schlack et al.,
2002), but comparable with the proportion of cells that mod-
ulated during yaw rotation (approximately one-third) (Brem-
mer et al., 2002b). We recorded from any well isolated VIP
cell, including any neuron that was either spontaneously ac-
tive or driven by a full-field flickering random-dot stimulus.
We found that vestibular tuning was stronger in anterior por-
tions of VIP, also in agreement with the results of Bremmer et
al. (2002b). Visual tuning did not vary with anterior–posterior
location along the intraparietal sulcus.
In response to translation, both congruent and opposite neu-
rons were encountered in VIP with roughly equal frequencies,
similar to MSTd (Gu et al., 2006, 2010). Schlack et al. (2002) also
reported both congruent and opposite selectivities during for-
ward–backward translation. In a different study, however, visual
and vestibular preferences for yaw rotation were reported to be
consistently incongruent (Bremmer et al., 2002b). In contrast, we
found that multisensory cells in VIP can be either congruent or
opposite in response to rotations. The presence of congruent
rotation responses in VIP is one of the main differences we en-
countered between VIP and MSTd; in MSTd, virtually all multi-
sensory rotation responses had near-opposite visual and
vestibular preferences (Takahashi et al., 2007; Chowdhury et al.,
2009).
Multisensory responses in VIP—comparison withMSTd
and VPS
Area VIP is widely acknowledged as amultisensory area (Colby et
al., 1993; Duhamel et al., 1998; Bremmer et al., 2002b; Schlack et
al., 2002, 2005; Schroeder and Foxe, 2002). Most studies of VIP
have examined multisensory convergence of visual and tactile
stimuli, for which 70% of VIP neurons have multimodal re-
sponses (Duhamel et al., 1998; Avillac et al., 2005, 2007) with
visual and tactile receptive fields that are typically aligned spa-
tially. By contrast, visual/vestibular integration appears to be
somewhat less frequent in VIP, although sampling biases cannot
be excluded.
Visual/vestibular multisensory response properties differ
between VIP, MSTd, and VPS in three main ways. First, when
both cues are presented together (at 100%motion coherence),
responses of VIP neurons are dominated either by visual or
vestibular tuning, whereas visual responses generally domi-
nate in MSTd and vestibular responses dominate in VPS. The
balance of visual and vestibular influences in VIP is similar to
that seen in MSTd when motion coherence is reduced (Mor-
gan et al., 2008), consistent with stronger effective vestibular
inputs to VIP. Second, congruent VIP cells are found during
both translation and rotation stimulation. In contrast, all
rotation-sensitive multisensory cells in MSTd have opposite
tuning preferences (Takahashi et al., 2007; Chowdhury et al.,
2009), and most VPS neurons have opposite preferences for
visual and vestibular translation. Based on these properties, we
previously speculated that rotation signals in MSTd and trans-
lation signals in VPS cannot be used for multisensory cue
integration (Takahashi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011b). How-
ever, the presence of congruent visual/vestibular rotation re-
sponses in VIP may be consistent with roles in perception of
both self-translation (heading) and self-rotation. A third dif-
ference between VIP, MSTd, and VPS involves visual/vestibu-
lar tuning strength. Optic flow tuning in VIP was weaker than
in MSTd but stronger than in VPS. In contrast, vestibular
translation tuning was slightly stronger and peaked earlier in
VIP than in MSTd (Chen et al., 2011a) but was weaker than in
VPS. These findings suggest that VIP is proximal to MSTd but
distal to VPS in terms of vestibular signal processing.
Since we tested VIP, MSTd, and VPS neurons under identical
conditions, our analyses allow quantitative comparisons across
areas. However, these comparisons have only been made in the
context of a passive fixation task, in which the visual and vestib-
ular stimuli are not directly relevant to behavior. It is possible that
other differences among areas could emerge in behavioral tasks
that require animals to integrate cues and make judgments of
self-motion.We have undertaken such studies in areaMSTd (Gu
et al., 2007, 2008, 2010; Fetsch et al., 2009), and similar studies are
ongoing in VIP.
The functional significance of visual/vestibular integration
in VIP remains unclear, although several proposals have been
made in the literature. VIP has been implicated in planning
and visual guidance of movements in near extrapersonal space
(Colby et al., 1993; Bremmer et al., 2002a), in construction of
a multisensory, head-centered representation of near extrap-
ersonal space, or in planning defensive movements (Cooke
and Graziano, 2003). Indeed, VIP is connected with F4, a
region of inferior premotor cortex implicated in the control of
head and mouth movements (Matelli et al., 1994; Lewis and
Van Essen, 1996). Finally, others view VIP, like MSTd, as in-
volved in visual/vestibular integration for perception of self-
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motion (Bremmer et al., 2002a,b; Cook and Maunsell,
2002a,b; Zhang and Britten, 2010). Which of these functions
are truly assignable to VIP remains to be determined.
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